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From the systems viewpoint, educational planning is
the mechanism through which the educational system makes its goals
specific and adapt its priorities, resources, and operational
patterns to the changing environmental forces of its particular
society. The systems-oriented administrator is a change agent and
innovative strategist who delegates responsibility for basic
operations and places a premium on executive functions concerned with
goals, planning, and coordination. Application of the systems
approach to education includes development of alternative plans for
optimum resource utilization, generation of models to clarify system
relationships, and mastery of quantitative analytic techniques. Major
components or subsystems include: (1) goals and priorities setting,
(2) resources, (3) control/ (4) client service, (5) educational
manpower development, (6) environment relations, and (7) student
manpower reentry and retraining. Newer tools available to the
systems-oriented educational administrator include techniques related
to planning control (PERT and PPBS) and serendipity, the art of
discovering and utilizing the unexpected. (3K)
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The power of ideas is often lost in the glitter and

glamour of gadgets. It is the idea which gives rise to its phys-

ical representation. It was the cluster of ideas called science

that generated the hardware and ensured the safe journey to and

return from "Tranquility Base" on the moon. Progress in education

is related in an intimate way to the concepts and approaches avail-

able and used. It is my contention that we have gone as far as we

can with existing concepts. If there is to be any breakthrough it

will have to .come from a new way of thinkinc.). It is argued further

that 410 power of the ideas represented by the systems approach can

help the education profession to resolve some of its more complex

issues. They can be perceived as a new potential.

"Intelligent cooperation with, the inevitable" is one way

to define pl nning. This implies that thange will come to all

institutio s whether it is prepared for it or not. The prudent and

far- sighed administrator prepares his organization to cope with

N. new demands. "Rationality in pursuing missions" summarizes the
90
r* substance of systems analysis. The systems approach is a way of

illperceiving an organization as well as a set of objective techniques
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capable of contributing something signifizant to a variety of

procestsoz useful to an executive, such as planning and decision

making. The process of planning and the cow:opts and techniques

of systems analysis have a common base in scien e. They are part

of that can be called an intellectual technology. The graphemic

in this paper shall be on ways of thinking about problems rather

than on machines, gadgetry, or hardware per ye.

atria Sag Zaa1412$1.

Planning is future oriented. It is a process of antici-

pating what kind of environment will exist, what major forces will

operate, what new problems will be generated, and What magnitude or

variety of resources will be necessary at some future point in time

to minimise dysfunctions and maximize the productivity of an organi

zation. The more radical the anticipated change, the more critical

the Iity of planning becomes, It is hardly a new process and

can be traced to the primitive man who began to wonder bow to gain

his next meal. Now argue against the importance of planning. The,

execution of the process, that is, the skill demonstrated in the

utilizetion of its tools and techniques, is of no less importance

than the commitment to do something about the future course of events.

The rapidity of change and the complexity of the environ-

ment confrontinS organizations intensified the need for more ex

tensive and more sophisticated approaches to planning in educational

institutions. Operating on the basis of purely visceral judgements,



that is hunches, about what schools will demand 5 or 10 years hence

is about as useful as predicting the future by studying the entrails

of a freshly killed chicken. Systems analysis is one way of gaining

the added sophistication required to cope with ver-increasing

challenges that confront the schools and their adminstrators.

A society in ferment generates uncertainties. These, in

turn, alter missions, modify priorlties, and change procedures.

Planning is one way of coping with uncertainties. The more turbulent

the society and the more complex the organization, the more necessary

it becomes for the administrator to dedicate at larger portion of his

over corataitted time schedule to planning fun tions

From the systems point of view, planning is the mechanism

through, which a system adapts its goals, priorities, ;resources and

operational patterns to environmental forces. In other words, it is

a vehicle for systems change top management has come to recognize as

a function of prime impotence in the organizational scheme of things.

As a person moves up the organizational hierardhy, relatively more of

his time should, be devoted to planning activities and consequently

less to other administrative interests. The chief school executive.

to translate this into educational situations, is theeNh.a school

planner. This is not to imply that to executives execute such

functions in a vacuum, that is, isolated from the main stream of

organi.zational activity. Inputs from day to day operations must be

made available to the top level planners who define future organization
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al role* or sharpen its relationships to 'misting and anticipated

4onvironmanta3. srystmes. Without the constant and continuing contacts

with present operating conditions* no executive can know whore the

organisation is much less where it is going.

The process 'begins With the specification of missions to be

accomplished either presently or at some future point in time Cler

ification of goals to be pursued anA priorities attacbAid to each are
initial outcomes. Goal orientation is so closely related to planning,

that often no effort is made to separate the end product from the

process,. Some writers stress the need for dove ing a hierarchy of

plans ranging :fro broad statements of goals and objectives that

**ore as guide lines for top echelon executives to spscifia state

Pent* c/4 detailed operating instructions for each of thesubdiviiions

within the organisation. Characterization may be made on the basis of

time, namely, long range and short range plans. The taxonomy may

result in grouping the outputs on the basis of plans for repetitive

activities, such as standard operating procedure*, or plans for non

repetitive projects, such as plans for a new si:hool plant. In all.
ase'ç' objective is purposeful preparation culminating in a

decision Wilicb, serves as the basis for subsequent action. Planning

activities in most
unstttutions, and schools are no exception, in years

gone past must be judged to be neglected, pedestrian, and not as

realistic as is necessary to cope with the complexity of society and

the rapidity of change. Wore often than not, the typical, planning



activities in educational operations fail to generate the criteria

upon which to render judgement when confronted with difficult choices

and are linked poorly to the fiscal implications of decisions. In

other words, education today ix criticized for the type of planning

that fails to generate the information and interpretntons essential

to prudent decision making, particularly on a long ranga basis It

is argued that if educational institutions are to remain relevant to

the needs of society, then more sophisticated approaches must be

designed, more time and talent must be dedicated to these tasks,

and a higher priority, must be attached to it. The systems approach

provides a conceptual base as well as a store house of sophisticated

techniques based on quantitative 4.easoning to facilitate the function,

but a change in the value system of the administrator mu t accompany

a new planning science if maximum advantages are to accrue.

Planning enables the administrator to decide in advance

waat will be done. It calls for the attainment of a hierarchy of

Objectives within certain time constraints and resources. The plan

is the end product. Stated differently, a series of decisionx is

reached as the culmination of purposeful preparation. As an intel-

lectual process its successful accomplishment demands creative

thinking and imaginative manipulation of many variables. Techniques

vary with the personality of the administrator and his situation.

Administrative style may be constrftned where either there is not

enough time to focus on the task, or there is limited skill in execution.
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The systems oriented administrator by definition is future

oriented and mission oriented. Re is characterised further as a

strategist who places a premium on those exeautive functions related

to goal orientation, planning, and coordination. Stated negatively,

he is not a tactician engaged primarily in day by-day operating

decisions to the neglect of developing strategies for the long term

that will influence the course of the institution. Efficient opera

tion of present programs is not ignored but delegated to other

administrative officers of the system.

This implies that the chief executive committed to the

systems approadh in school administration is a futurist. us seeks

to anticipate the impact of various forces acting upon education and

to influence and control the direction of change. Nor can the funs

tions be discharged adequately by one man acting alone. A planning

staff must be trained and organised, preferably with a variety of

capabilities and represent.tng men of different disciplines,

I lied in the arguments presented is that the modern day

administrator is Judged no longer, as wits his historical counter-

part by merely how well or efficiently he operates the system at

present levels or as a maintainer of the status quo. R -4ognising

the dynamic quality of institutions in a troubled vorld, a key role

for the administrator is that of a change agent. Be is a prime agent

for innovation*
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Bureaucrtecy has been recognized as giving an organization

high productive capacity but a given level of development. It is now

under attack as a model for staff organization and administration with

rlativell low innovative capabilities. max Wber'se bureaucratic

model WS designed to overcome thou human frailities by institutional

Wing authority and working procedures to the neglect of maximizing

creativity. If schools are to be organizations with increased capa-

bility to gentorate and Implement innovations, then new organizational

patterns mot be designed

Mere innovation is a way of life, planning becomes doubly

impor To translate effective planning into reality, special

skills and insights must be gathered. Among these is sharpening thy

Ability to predict the future, that is forecasting. This, too, is

an age old problem. mhn has read tea leaves, gazed into crystal balls,

interpreted the significance of the movement of the stars and planets,

and called upon oracles in an effort to better comprehend what lies

ahead. The systems approach represents a more scientifically oriented

effort in dealing with the future. It lacka the myste y and romance

of astrology and mysticism but it is a more defensible and more

reliable set of techniques. The .system s approach is a means of

anticipating new environments, developing plans for coping with

emerging expectations, and maximizing benefits from resources allo

cated for reaching various goals. It is, therefore, intimately

related to the planning function.
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Systems analysis, systems approach, and operations research

are repeating the history of other new ideas that struggled to acquire

standard meaning. rt is not unusual to fir' the terms defined by the

whim of the user* At present systems analysis is the most papule

'Or the purposes of this paper, analysis is only vale dimension of

the total approadh. A preference is declared for the term systems

approach which the following components are included under: systems

design, systems operatione, systems evaluation as well as systems

analysis. Systems analysis is a subset of a universe and has a

restricted meaning. It bears a close relationship to operational

analysis, that is a quantitative oriented study of a system.

Systems concepts can be traced to the Gestalt psycholo-

gists of almost fifty years ago who helped popularize the observe

tion that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. This is

hardly startling, and certainly n original with the systems era-

lyst. Many have declared the wtsidom of examining the total situation

before attempting to do something about one element within it

A system can be defined simply a., any collection of persons

with resources, a plan, and a goal, The various elements within it

are ordered and arranged to accomplish a stated mission in a partic

ular way. Scheme, network, and organism may be used as substitutes

for the word system. A system may be pictured as a device for con-

verting inputs (such as manpower, machine power, apace and money)



into desired output All this is done according to a plan and any

constraints that apply must be spelled out. Components within a

system are interactive and interdependent.

Stiktod another way, every system has boundaries. Thera is

an environment that surrounds it--a kind of a skin that separates

the unique entity called a system from factors outside it. If there

is into rplay between factors within and those outside the system, it

is called an open system. If there is no interchange, that is, the

boundaries of the system are impervious to exogenous forces, it is

called a closed system. Closed systems are unstable in the long run

for they lack the mechanism to sense changes in the surrounding

vironment which have implications for the effectiveness of internal

operations

The systems approach demands at least the followings

(1) both long' and short-range olljectives must be identi

fled, specified, and described with the preciseness necessary to

serve as guides for operations l. activities and evaluation; (2) al-

ternative plans or means must 'be developed for utilizing resources

available to attain various mission* within the known constraints;

(3) models must be generated to better understand the key elements

and relationships within the system or subsystem; (4) interdisci

plinary teams of specialists must be organized u needed to resolve

complex prdblems; (5) quantitative analysis techniques must be

mastered and related to the problem situation; and, in general,

(6) decisions are based on scientifically oriented p:Focedures,



particularly, cos t-effectiveness analysis of the several meaningful

alternatives available.

The systems approach is a way of looking at things, a way

of asking questions of certain types, as well as a team effort or

set of quantitative analysis techniques. To begin with, it is a

highly rational and scientific way of looking at things. This

implies that much ef the romance that surrounds a given field of

inquiry is stripped away as one probes for an analysis of the key

elements or facts involved.

That institutions are dynamic, new priorities will emerge,

the whele organization must be in mind, change will continue, and

anticipation of future demands is important have been heard many

times before and from many sources. This suggests to some that

systems may be more a packaging of some established ideas; a new

package with aL emphasis on quantitative analysis techniques being

added.

All this has implications for the systems oriented ad-

ministrator. A new set of priorities are required in his over

crowded schedule. These would include taking the time and effort

necessary to do some long-range planning; recognizing the impor-

tance of his change-agent role; devoting the energy necessary to

insure coordination of the various contributions of interdisciplin

ary specialists and special units; planning for the analysis of key

problems; developing an administrative team with systems capabilities;
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and organizing procedures for systems monitoring, control, and

corrective actions. Now maw) an less time for other functions.

The administrator follows the principles of "management by exception"

in day-by-day operations, that is, the top level executive is involved

in operational details as exceptions arise* This i plies that the

administrative staff must be large enough and varied enough to accom-

plish these tasks

The ability to generate and to use models is important for

the systems oriented administrator. Models can be used to predict

as well as to explain certain events AM model is a repreeentation

of reality a simplified version of the real world containing only

those elements whidh are of importance to better understanding,

control, or prediction. It is built by identifying key elements

in understanding, explaining, or controlling any situation and by

specifying the pattern of relationships between important variables.

On* of the del' a+ virtues is its focusing effect. It is a means

of rising above a morass of complex details not all of which are

relevant to the comprehension of the essence of the situation under

study. Models, therefore, art) key concepts organized and related

to each other so as to help a person to do some systematic reflec

Lion about the situation. One of the keystones of scientific

maturity is the creation, testing, and use of models.
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A StitI4MilMilitraLWWLIITArat

It way be painful for some to view the educational insti-

tution as a kind of a delivery or conversion system. This is done

not to offend those more romantically inclined but rather to sharpen

our perceptions. The institution may be perceived as a network of

interrelated subsystems « Each subsystem is charged with the respon-

sibility for accomplishing part of the task of converting inputs

available into outputs desired by the individual and society. The

educational enterprise can be conceptualized as a unified systematic

vehicle for translating resources in the form of money and people into

outcomes or outputs related to the goals of society. Its major com

ponents can be identified ass a goals and priorities setting sub

system: a resources sdbsystem a control subsystem, a client service

subsystem, an educational manpower stibsystem, an environment relations

subsystem, and a student manpower reentry and retraining subsystem.

Let me expand on each of these.

The "Goa is and Priorities Setting Subsystem" is concerned

with specification of educational missions and/or reordering of

priorities for goals to be emphasized within it. By and large, this

particular subsystem is poorly defined. Participants in the process

are diffused, and relatively great difficulty is experienced in

identifying truly potent influence leaders, either as groups or

individuals. There is usually some degree of uncertainty as to who

is clothed with authority to articulate goals. This may help to



**plain why goals change slowly and priorities are reordered less

frequently than the tuebulent times would suggest. On occasion the

national government, in the process of allocating funds for specific

educational purposes, may behave as the "Goals and Priority-setting S

system" for local achoolo. Concerns for "national control of edu

cat !we stem, in part, from efforts of the national government, rather

than the provincial or local sc hool board, to assume the role of the

agency that determines what goals and priorities shall be attached

to educational. efforts.

Outputs of the "Resource Subsystem" are determination and

allocation of hmean physical, and fiscal resat= wes required in

pursuit of various educational missions, The instructional staff

is part of this subsystem and staff evaluation is an elem. %. therein.

Every system pursuing goals requires and consumes a variety of re-

sources* The Max7Q

growths the more v

sources Subsystem

l its objectives and the more dynamic its

cious its appetite for resources. The "Rs

sually rather well-defined, structurally and

legally. Thus, prov.,a ial Loma may determine what kinds of taxing

authority shall be available for school purposes and within what

limits; what qualifications shall be demanded of teachers employed

for instructional purposes in sc hools; the limits of procedures for

borrowings and the like. What is called personnel administration

with its elements of recruitment, employment, assignment, evaluation,

and transfer of manpower resources is part of this subsystem.
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The "Control Subsystem" focuses on aensing the rhythm of

operation and on plans for triggering adjustment necessary to keep

the system loc'ked onto attainment of stated targets within limits

of predetermined permissible variations. Control may be institu-

tionalised in on or more agencies at the local, state, or national

levels Thus, the control may be vested in a school board, the

provincial department of education, or provincial government . Less

well-defined are th limits of deviation before actualizing correcting

medhanism. This does not, of course, preclude the ration of in'

formal control mechanisms as well. Control is an important aspect

of systems and its purpose is to prevent system dysfunction.

The "Client Service Subsystem" is the reason for creating

the institution. It is the payload. Its output is a better educated

and batter prepared student, as measured or implied in goals and

priorities set. It is that dimension of the total system which iden

tifies, receives, and involves learners in experiences judged to be

educational. Typical conceptualization of the educational institu-

tion is in terms of this particular subsystem. ILstructional personnel,

recruitment, employment, and assignment must be geared to the demands

of this subsystem. It is usually well- defined and institutionalized

by law in the form of school districts and attendance centers.

The "Educational Manpower SUbsystem" prepares and develops

instructional personnel for entry into the "Resources Subsystem" and



for service in the "Clitnt Service SUbeystem." It i* basic to

successful operations, and no country can hope to extend the range

of its "Client Service SUbsystem" without a change in the "Education-

al Manpower Stibsystem." This will be true until new technological

developments enhance the contribution of physical capital in the

educational procose. The teacher manpower subeystsm in the United

States was demigned in rudimentary form in the nineteenth century

and has boon in operation ever emcee.. It is significant that control

over the teacher manpower subsystem is usually outside the purview

of both local and provincial school boards. At one time some very

large cities in the TAlited States, such as Chicago and St. Louis,

had their own teachers colleges under the control of local boards

of education, which prepared teachers needed for system operation.

Interplay among the "Resources" and "Client service" and "Education-

Dianpower" eubsystems show e evident, even though the first two

are parts of one institution in society and the latter is assigned

to anothor.

The measure of the "Environment Relations Subsystem" is

the degree of meaningful and efficient interchange between various

subsystems and the surrounding eavi nment. If the educational

system is to react to forces, it must design a mechanism to sense

the magnitude and urgency of exogenous forces and to translate each

into adaptive implications for the general education system. This
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vibsystem is usually poorly defined. Doubtless in these turbulent

times, a wort sophisticated e 'hanis will have to be fashioned to

ensure responsive changes to stay in tune with the environment,

Tho function of the "Reentry" subsystem is to 'nab is the

participant of the general educational system trzi move from his xel

atively protected envitonment to the world of productive labor

affectiveneas can be measured by success in placement of students

who attended for various periods in productive and satisfying enter-

prisms in society. This subsystem bag been loosely defined and

usually is outside the formal educational system. It may well be

the most neglected subsystem Most schools demonstrate little more

than paseing interest in Job placement and even less in retraining

responsibilities for those whose skills were made Obsolete by tech-

nological developments.

A diagram of th.. school as a conversion system and its

related subsystems is shown on page 17.

The use of system and subsystem may ore ate some degree of

confusion. The given frame of reference determines which is appro-

priate. In other words, 'what is coaled thu system at one point may

be a subsystem in another context. Thus/ what can be called an

evaluation system may be referred to as a subsystem of the educa-

tional resources system, The resources system may be in turn a

subsystem when one s m of the total edu ational system. The

educational system may be perceived as a subsystem of a social

systeme etc.
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XI addition to viewing the educational enterprise Zrom a

systems perspective, the approach contributes a cluster of tool*,

methods, procedures, and techniques that enhance the capabilities

of sdhool executives. To illustrate, the emphasis on an inter

disciplinary task force fo.A: developing ways of resolving complex

prObleme is an important aspect of systems. The different special-

ists contri «bute models and techniques characteristic of their fields.

The new approaches may provide the impetus necessary to aLihieving

breakthroughs No scientist can permit himself to be trapped to

the devotion of his model without testing it, in the world of reality.

tf it fails to describe the real world it is the mode.i. and not the

real world that is changed.

There are various types of models ranging from the well

known physical models to the more sophisticated mathematical models,

which are a special type of the symbolic models. With a mathemat

ical model, more precise computations can be made.

The model also facilitates trying out of ideas that is

imulation of the occurrence of events. Planning can be made more

fruitful where there is question as to the appropriate course of

action, that is, which alternative will yield the highest payoff.

Through the simulation process, which is based on a model, the

administrator can "try out," so to speak the various courses of
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actions, and if his assumptions are lose to reality can determine

the consequence* of varying approaches.

PERT (an acronym of program evaluation and review tech-

niques) is another systems tool whi-h can add a degree of sophisti

cation to the school executive as a planner. It is useful in pre-

dicting likely snarls in cov plex projects. It is an administrative

device for initially facilitating planning and subsequently control

ling projects. PERT calls for a work breakdown of complex programs,

assignment of sequences in the performance of various tasks, schedul-

ing of interrelationships, and computation of time required to

accomplish activities so that the objectiva is completed within the

resource and time constraints. As a planning control tool PERT can

be viewed as an organised attaa that calls for breaking down the

project into interrelated and meaningful units. Time does not permit

the complete detailed explanation of thin planning device, sometimes

called 'network modeling,' that can be adapted readily to educational

operations

MS, the Planning Pro4jramming Budgeting System or Program

Bud sting is another systems tool which can be employed in education-

al planning. It is concerned specifically with resource allocations

to enable an administrator to determine the o timal alternative for

utilizing scarce resources to attain a varlsty of goals. Recog

nizing that goals cannot be accomplished within short periods, a
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time dimension is included in PPM Multi year planning, wtth the

stipulation of b much could hops to be accomplished in the tradi

tional one slice of time, is a characteristic of this systems

technique. To some estimating at will happen in the distant

future is frustrating* Even five years in the future is a long

time and it is ii lied that few ,persons pay much attention to the

plan of action developed five years previously. The likely inac

curacies are not the point. The significance of long-run projection

is that it stimulates thinking of long-term commitments* use may

or may not reinforce commitments that appeared reasonable in the

short run* The continuity of planning deserves to be stressed as

well* Projecting plans into a five-year future period does not imply

that the task is accomplished once and for all. Rather it suggests

that as naw data become available the future plans are updatedo

modified or replaced. Planning then becomes a continuous activity

of relating org,nisriationta activities toward goals PPM plans

for a single year, again, is simply one slice of a multi year of

planning approach.

Serentii ity is t t of 4 covering the unexpec ted.

Elton Mayo sought to determine the effect of lighting and fatigue

on the productivity of workers and stuMbled onto the informal and

social relationships among workers. Roentgen inadvertently left

a key on a well-wrapped but undeveloped photographic plate and

discovered x r :is. A, by-product of planning way well be the un

expected bonanza*
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Although related to planning, and an outgrowth of it,

programming is a strange and often misunderstood activity. Clar-

ification of objectives is an important first step, but additional

work is required to translate the ObJective into ar operational

reality. Progamming is used in the non-computer sense of the

term and means the translation of a plan into a series of specific

activities related to a mission. The clustering of roles and

functions is on the basis of output oriented activity. The program

plan spells out who should do what when.

PPBS can be seen as a conflicts resolution device. There

is a disparity between what 4.8 demanded of education and what can

be done with tt he resources at hand. The planning and programming

processes help to frame the issues for subsequent fiscal and systems

analyses. It also sets the stage for accountability for results.

Ai &Emmy, and Some Final Observations

Planning for the future it a significant process in the

systems approach to administration. By the same token the range

of systems tools and techniques can help to add a high degree of

realism and sophistication to the planning functions. The :thief

school executive is perceived as playing the roles of the chief

architect of plans, change agent, and leader of the interdisci-

plinary team.

klystems is an intellectual te,:hnology. Administrators

are called upon to develop new skills and insights to take ad-
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vantage of systems. Although more is heard about systems in edu-

cation, few "role developed the expertise ne:mssary to implement it.

The approach is more likely to flourish where certain wonditionss

prevail. Some of the more pressing improvements in education to

bring a greater degree of readiness to use systems are:

1. The maaaga o a more definitive set of education-

al sableja. Statements that now exist are much * general and

too global in scope. Educational missions or goals that can be

defined in perfort, _.ice ter s will be necessary to further systems

capability in school administration.

2. The 2...ene..01.4pn and use of models of at least mita

of school pm7nations. Attitudes favorable toward the use of, and

skills in the generation of a models of various aspects of educa-

tional operations must be stimulated. Very few models of education

exist and few administrators think in such terms.

3. Devillegamal of stuantitative Algasska and maly.siLs.

0i.021111att. Powerful mathematical tools and models can be used

only by those with special skills and ability. mathematics, here

tofore, has not been considered important in the preparation of

special types of administrators or administrative assistants

4. amat.e,spagya...ssmsgatatja.aatetoajtvA means to

utilizing. resources to attain gilleatlyes. Generating many ways to

approach a solution to a problem and analysis of consequences of

each can enhance decision-making capabilities o&administrators.
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5. A AlarikEkamtlammagjm administrative stqff

strength in local school ilat.rix.tils for p,....2.1aitiLsi and mis.j.telts anal-

ysis. Present numbers in the superintendency are hardly adequate

to cope with existing operational problems. This is not a call

for more of the same but for addition of administrative specialists

who can generate alternatives, who n frame problems to facilitate

prudent decision-making, and who have the concepts and skills in

utilization of systems techniques and procedures. Such specialized

personnel shall represent extensions or new creations of administra

tive planning and analysis staffs in school districts.

6» meter vehicles for thg dissemination of misiems

(2.aa.mtia and techniqggl. It is highly desirable that systems con-

cepts, tools, and procedures be disseminated in education as rapidly

as possible. It is my opinion that systems capability will help

school administrators cope with complexity and will facilitate

prudent change within the system. A massive inservice effort must

reinforce some significant changes in the professional preparation

programs for school administrators.

There must be literally a systems effort to move beyond

the confusion and limited awareness of systems approach in school

administration that presently characterize the state of the art.

It must be a task force effort of local school administrators

acting in ^nncert with specialized representatives of institutions

of higher learning, federal agencies and professional societies.


